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Foreword
What this book shows is that letters have the power to transport 
us, just as theatre does. Many of us have a stash of envelopes 
somewhere, containing letters that tell love stories, crack open 
secrets or rekindle old memories. Similarly, the correspondence 
in these pages gives us access to privileged information that 
ignites curiosity – the impression is sometimes of peeking around 
a curtain when one shouldn’t. Yet, while many of these letters 
were originally intended for private consumption, they tell a story 
that in some ways belongs to us – after all, the National Theatre is 
publicly funded; its history and legacy are for us all.

This correspondence is part of an actor’s life, as much as the 
letters, and now emails, discussing scripts or offering roles. 
Dramatic Exchanges brings together hundreds of these missives, 
and offers a thrilling insight into other people’s lives and creative 
practices. It’s fascinating to read the correspondence behind 
plays I’ve watched and loved, and particularly to read letters from 
actors, writers and directors with whom I’ve worked, such as 
Richard Eyre, Nick Hytner, Peter Brook, Michael Gambon and 
Ian McKellen. 

For many years, I was a member of the audience at the National 
Theatre, rather than a player on its stages. Among many other 
plays, I remember watching The Recruiting Officer and Othello, 
both with Laurence Olivier, in the Old Vic and later The Royal 
Hunt of the Sun on the South Bank. I have sat amid the expectant 
pre-show hubbub in the Dorfman, Lyttelton and Olivier, 
waiting for the lights to dim and the magic to start. Over the 
years I visited friends in their dressing rooms, where postcards, 
telegrams and notes wishing them well fringed their mirrors.

In the 1970s I became involved in the larger story of the NT 
through a letter I wrote to the Guardian about overspending in 
theatres – my follow-up letter to Lord Birkett is included here, 

Opposite: Helen Mirren rehearsing the 
title role of Phèdre, 2009. Photo: Catherine 
Ashmore
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and several of the points I made then remain close to my heart, 
among them the closure of regional theatres, which is still an 
ongoing problem today, and the lack of inclusiveness which 
aff ects both theatregoers and performers.

But the NT itself has changed, and there is a range of 
programmes – from £15 tickets to EntryPass for 16–25-year-olds, 
to NT Live – designed to help open its productions to a wider 
audience, keeping the art of the theatre alive and relevant. 

In 2009, eleven years after my debut at the National, I was 
honoured to be involved in the very first NT Live broadcast, 
playing the title role in Phèdre. That night, our performance in the 
Lyttelton was broadcast live to 72 cinemas around the country; 
faced by an audience of around 800 in the auditorium, we were 
suddenly performing to many thousands of people. 

Dramatic Exchanges effects a comparable expansion in the 
audience for these letters: often intended for an intimate audience 
of one, they may now be read by us all. It’s illuminating to 
discover how my contemporaries and predecessors have grappled 
with some of the big questions of our craft during the first 55 
years of the National’s production history – and exciting to 
wonder what is now being said over email, what groundbreaking 
NT projects are in development, and how the next half-century 
will play out. Whatever happens, though, I doubt if we’ll ever stop 
sending cards on opening night.

Helen Mirren
July 2018



Introduction 
In 1981, the dramatist Peter Shaff er and director Peter Hall 
exchanged letters concerning Hall’s discovery that, having 
triumphantly staged Shaff er’s Amadeus at the National and on 
Broadway, he would be denied the chance to direct it for the 
screen. Shaff er’s remorse at this turn of events was matched only 
by Hall’s disappointment, anger and indignation. 

At the NT Archive more than 20 years later I read this exchange, 
in which Shaff er curses his own ‘hesitation and drift’, and Hall 
accuses him of ‘cowardly’ and ‘appalling’ behaviour. It was my 
fi rst close encounter with the power of theatrical correspondence, 
and the inspiration for the book you now hold (Shaff er and Hall’s 
letters appear on pp. 170–71). I was used to actors, directors and 
playwrights expressing themselves forcefully in biographies 
or memoirs, in newspaper and on-stage interviews, but in 
gathering correspondence for this book I discovered that the raw, 
unmediated candour of private letters, in which practitioners 
attempt to reconcile the demands of art, commerce, friendship 
and ambition, is more aff ecting and revealing.

On Amadeus, the (temporary) souring of Shaff er and Hall’s 
professional collaboration pushed them to expressions one 
might otherwise expect only in love letters. And much of 
the correspondence in this volume shows actors, designers, 
directors, literary managers, playwrights and stage managers 
experiencing, and articulating, intense emotions (a passionately 
committed Helen Mirren; joyful Judi Dench and James Corden), 
sometimes confi rming, sometimes contradicting carefully honed 
personae: John Osborne, writing back in anger; Laurence Olivier, 
sometimes fl attering, sometimes wounding, always fl orid; Alan 
Bennett, a study in self-deprecation. 

The cards, letters, memos, telegrams and emails assembled 
here not only provide glimpses of the writers’ lives, they also 
animate the performance history of the National Theatre: year by 
year, show by show, a choric, epistolary diary. It illuminates key 
relationships and pivotal moments in the history of the NT.

The correspondence captures dramas both on-stage and off : 
the frustration, satisfaction and disappointments endemic to all 
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theatrical collaboration; its subtext is the fact that practitioners 
who work at the National – created by Act of Parliament, 
partly funded by taxpayers, subjected to intense media scrutiny 
– must also contend with what Genista McIntosh, its former 
executive director, characterised as ‘boundless expectation, 
generated by the organisation and the outside world, of what 
it could provide’. 

This book covers the four ages of the NT – as a dream, a 
campaign, a company and a building. The dream first shaped 
by Harley Granville Barker and William Archer in 1904 gave 
impetus to a stop–start campaign waylaid by decades of theatrical 
infighting, political inertia and two world wars. These two phases 
are summarised in the Prologue. 

The National Theatre Company, with Laurence Olivier as 
founding Director and prime box office draw, took up residence 
at the Old Vic in 1963, and performed a huge variety of work, 
including new plays, Shakespeare, and classics of American and 
European drama. 

Since March 1976, ‘National Theatre’ has meant Denys 
Lasdun’s vast complex beside Waterloo Bridge, with three 
theatres, capable of accommodating up to 2,500 people a night. 
This National Theatre’s raison d’être – to produce 20 or more 
new shows a year – explains why the pressures on NT Directors 
and their colleagues are so relentless (they must finalise plans 
for next year’s shows while this year’s are being cast, designed, 
rehearsed and performed), and why the archives hold such 
enormous quantities of correspondence. For every play or 
musical that reaches an NT stage, there will probably have been 
half a dozen alternatives considered for the same production 
slot in the same auditorium. These plans may have been 
dropped because, say, a commissioned script needed to be 
reworked; a West End producer turned out to hold the rights 
to the Arthur Miller play that an associate director longed 
to revive; a leading actor’s provisional availability evaporated 
when they accepted an irresistible offer from Hollywood. 
Abandoned revivals or rejected scripts tell their own story, 
however, and so correspondence about almost 30 of them is 
included here.

The selection gathers some 800 items (the vast majority 
previously unpublished), which I considered to be the most 
engaging and illuminating among more than 12,000 pieces of 
correspondence read over the last two years, in institutional 
archives and personal holdings.

This correspondence between theatre practitioners holds special 
value because the myriad decisions that shape a stage production 
are mostly taken by phone or face-to-face, in meetings, auditions 
and rehearsals, over coff ee or drinks. Letters or emails written by 
directors or playwrights after a casting session, or a fi rst preview, 
are not only suggestive of long-lost discussions in NT offi  ces or 
canteen; they also demonstrate how people feel compelled to 
write when matters of principle or taste need clearer, lengthier 
articulation than is generally possible in conversation.
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Living dramatists come to the fore in what follows because 
the NT’s New Work (previously Literary) Department has 
dealt with almost every British dramatist of note since 1963. 
The selected readers’ reports, and memos from literary 
managers, contain what are, in eff ect, the fi rst ‘reviews’ of dramas 
such as Pam Gems’s Stanley, Tony Kushner’s Perestroika and 
Michael Frayn’s Copenhagen, months or years before NT 
audiences fi rst saw them. 

Premieres dominate this book partly because a new script’s 
inherently experimental nature often generates intricate 
correspondence between agents, dramatists, literary managers 
and directors that is seldom, if ever, required before rehearsals 
begin for revivals of classics, when the script’s worth has 
been proven time and again. The selected exchanges map the 
development of powerful, sometimes controversial, dramas 
and comedies, including The Romans in Britain, The Invention of 
Love, The History Boys and The Effect. We find some of the most 
acclaimed British and American playwrights of their generations 
prone to self-doubt, cherishing a hit, or lamenting the critical 
assault on what they believed to be their finest work to date. This 
material also illustrates why Tony Kushner believes that ‘the 
director/playwright relationship is the most difficult in theatre.’ 
The correspondence of partnerships such as Michael Blakemore/
Peter Nichols and Richard Eyre/David Hare finds them prone to 
highs and lows, argument and reconciliation.

Among performers, several letters serve as self-portraits 
of the actor as a young man or woman, notably Eileen Atkins, 
Derek Jacobi, Ian McKellen and Lynn Redgrave, all writing to 
Laurence Olivier in their twenties, close to the start of careers 
that we know – as they could not – would prove exceptionally 
successful.

The pleasures of being in a new play’s original cast are 
captured in cards and letters from, among others, James Corden 
(One Man, Two Guvnors), Emma Fielding (Arcadia) and Nigel 
Hawthorne (The Madness of George III). Conversely, we find 
actors – including Alan Bates, Maureen Lipman and Paul Scofield 
– rejecting parts, whether in a premiere or a classic, that many of 
their peers would have seized. 

 ‘There’s nothing better than good honest audience 
appreciation!’ So wrote Tamsin Oglesby in 2010, after reading 
a stranger’s response to her NT play Really Old, Like Forty Five. 
Audience members are frequently heard from in these pages, to 
showcase the delight and dismay inspired by the National’s work 
(who bothers writing to star, author or director when a play has 
provoked only indifference?). There are also many cards and 
letters from creative practitioners-as-audience: actors, directors, 
playwrights (also novelists) responding to NT shows they 
were not involved in. Their analyses of stage performance and 
dramatic writing are among the most vivid and perceptive of their 
kind – private assessments often at odds with the newspaper and 
magazine reviews that generally determine a production’s place 
in performance history.
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Many of the selected letters, packed with unpretentious 
guidance and stoic reflections, might be reproduced verbatim in 
theatrical handbooks: ‘Dramaturgical advice and encouragement 
for playwrights’ (see, for instance, Nicholas Hytner reassuring 
Alan Bennett that his latest script paints ‘a wonderful portrait 
of two dying men’); ‘Directors’ tips for actors’ (Patrick Marber 
reminding Anna Friel and the rest of the Broadway cast of Closer 
to let their characters’ thoughts ‘tumble out like they do in real 
life – unguarded, uncensored’), or ‘How to meet with triumph 
and disaster and treat them just the same’ (Michael Frayn 
suggesting that ‘criticism and opposition sharpen you up; praise 
and approval weaken you’).

The space devoted to each show reflects my evaluation of the 
relevant correspondence (rather than any judgment on the quality 
of the production). I have attempted to ensure that coverage 
of each tenure included a fittingly varied mixture of new plays, 
revivals and pivotal off-stage events (notably the all-important 
Directorial successions), and quantified the intimidating, twin 
responsibilities of the Director: as producer of other people’s 
shows, and director of their own. Olivier shouldered a third 
burden, as leading actor. 

Hundreds of letters that made my initial selection did not 
make the final cut for reasons of space. Some playwrights and 
directors with multiple NT credits on their CVs do not feature 
because I could not find, or was not given access to, suitable 
correspondence about their work at the National. Among NT 
directors and dramatists in this volume, a dearth of female 
correspondents, and black, Asian and minority ethnic men 
and women (especially before the late 1990s) is in large part a 
regrettable matter of history.

The Cottesloe had premiered more than 30 new scripts by 
men before Debbie Horsfield had two performed, in 1985; the 
Olivier had presented more than 50 productions before one was 
directed by a woman (Sheila Hancock in 1985); not until 2000 
did a woman have her original play premiered in the Lyttelton, 
Yasmina Reza’s Life X 3; the same milestone was passed in the 
Olivier in 2008, by Rebecca Lenkiewicz with Her Naked Skin. 
The NT had been on the South Bank for 15 years before its first 
world premiere of an original play by a black or Asian dramatist: 
Mustapha Matura’s The Coup in 1991.

The gender and ethnic balance among those who write and 
direct for the NT has in the past decade become notably more 
representative of Britain, and the National recently made the 
commitment that by March 2021, half of the directors and living 
writers working on its stages will be women, and 20 per cent will 
be people of colour; similar targets for performers are already 
being met. Initiatives are also in place to widen the involvement 
of disabled artists. In future, NT correspondence will have 
increasingly diverse authorship – and we can be certain there will 
still be a great deal of it.

Philip Larkin, in a letter to an old friend in 1981, predicted: ‘We 
may be the last generation to write to each other.’ The second 
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half of this book demonstrates that Larkin was wrong: the urge to 
correspond remains strong, albeit now predominantly in a form, 
email, that Larkin did not live to use. Methods of communication 
evolve, but the challenges posed by each stage production, and 
the life of a producing theatre, will always generate moments of 
crisis, inspiration or jubilation when only writing will do. 

Daniel Rosenthal
London, May 2018



A note from
the editor

• Plays and musicals produced on a National Theatre stage 
are listed in simple chronological order, according to the 
production’s NT press night (the fi rst date given in each 
production’s subheading). Complete credits for all productions 
are available via the NT Archive’s online catalogue.

• Two asterisks next to a play’s title indicate:
– a revival mooted for, but not ultimately staged by, the 

National
– a new play commissioned by, or submitted to, the National, 

but not ultimately produced there.
• Deletions of words within a sentence, and/or deletions of a 

complete sentence within a paragraph, have changed neither 
the sense nor the meaning of the unedited letter, and are not 
indicated with ellipsis.

• […] denotes the deletion of one, or more, complete 
paragraph/s from the unedited letter.

• … denotes an ellipsis that appears in the original 
correspondence.

• Editorial interpolations are indicated within [square brackets].
• ‘National Theatre’ has often been shortened to ‘[NT]’. 
• Rather than include many instances of ‘[sic]’, spelling errors in 

the original correspondence have been corrected. Therefore 
‘[sic]’ has only been used when incorrect, odd or archaic 
spelling occurs in the original letter for deliberate (e.g. comic) 
effect.



Prologue

1903–
1963





For some, the origins of the National Theatre lie with the publisher William Effi  ngham Wilson, 
and his A House for Shakespeare, written in 1848. In this pamphlet he called for the purchase 
‘by national subscription on the part of and for the people’ of a theatre in which the works of 
Shakespeare would be constantly performed, at ticket prices ‘within the reach of all’.

But Wilson’s plan was not taken up, and it would be half a century before the true 
founding fathers of the National Theatre emerged on to the London drama scene: William 
Archer (1856–1924) and Harley Granville Barker (1877–1947). As leading fi gures in the 
English Stage Society, Archer translated the plays of Ibsen, and Granville Barker took 
leading roles in three Bernard Shaw premieres, including Mrs Warren’s Profession (1902), 
wrote plays of his own and directed. Archer and Granville Barker believed that theatre 
should always provide more than mere entertainment.

Dear Mr Archer,

Thank you for having that long talk with me. It is helpful to me 
in my impatience to get under the wing of your knowledge and 
experience sometimes.

I do hope the National Theatre will hurry up and fall into 
Liberal or even Radical hands and deliver us to some extent from 
the [commercial theatre] manager with the wooden head before 
another generation of actors (mine in this case) has gone to the 
devil artistically. […]

 Very sincerely yours,
  H. Granville Barker

Archer and Granville Barker compiled Scheme & Estimates for a National Theatre 
(1904), an extraordinarily detailed plan for the construction, endowment and management 
of a purpose-built, repertory theatre with a permanent company of 66 actors (42 men and 
24 women). It would ‘break away, completely and unequivocally, from the ideals of the 
profi t-making stage’; it would ‘bulk large in the social and intellectual life of London’ and be 
‘unmistakably a popular institution’. The Scheme’s navy-coloured covers saw it nicknamed 
‘the Blue Book’. Its authors sought support from eminent literary fi gures.

My dear Archer,

I have read the Blue Book so far as is necessary for understanding 
the general principles; and I can say that it seems to be a desirable 
one in its main points.

It is most praiseworthy devotion in you to theatrical art to 
labour so sincerely in its cause.

A humorous feature in the movement has been the earnestness 
in supporting it of those living English dramatists who, by 
writing bad plays, are piling up vast fortunes through the absence 
of such a theatre. They are like smugglers who should earnestly 
entreat the Government to establish a more effi  cient system of 
coastguarding.

 Believe me,
  Yours sincerely,
   Thomas Hardy

Harley Granville 

Barker to William 

Archer, 28 April 1903

Thomas Hardy 

to Archer, 

1 November 1904

Opposite: ‘The Blue 
Book’: front cover of 
Scheme & Estimates for 
a National Theatre
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Between 1904 and 1907, Granville Barker directed seasons at the Court Theatre, Chelsea, 
which revolutionised the scope and ambition of English drama: 32 plays (28 of them 
premieres) by 17 dramatists. Here was National Theatre repertory in all but name, but – 
without private endowment or state subsidy (not yet available for the performing arts in 
England) – the seasons lost money. Granville Barker was left with scant hope of establishing 
the National Theatre of his dreams.

My dear Trench,

In the National Theatre business Granville Barker is quite clearly 
the indispensable man; and he, despairing of anything here, is in 
active negotiation with the New York millionaire’s theatre, who 
are off ering him a fabulous salary to start their concern. Now, if 
we let him go to America, we practically lose him altogether. […]

When Barker and I tried to get someone to realise the scheme 
in our Blue Book we were handicapped by the fact that we could 
not point to a desirable and available manager. I knew all the time 
that Barker was the man; but he was little more than a boy. Now 
he has donné ses preuves, and circumstances have shown that even 
he, with his genius [as a director], and his tremendous power 
of work, cannot make an artistic theatre without endowment 
otherwise than a most precarious undertaking.

What we want is the promise of a substantial sum on condition 
that such and such another sum is raised.

Really, really the time is ripe, and will soon be over-ripe. We 
have all the materials for a dramatic literature, but we lack the 
right machinery for developing it. Let us make up our minds not 
to die, on any pretext whatever, until we have seen an English 
theatre worthy of the name.

 Yours sincerely,
  William Archer

In 1908, the N T campaigners merged with a distinguished group determined to build a 
memorial to Shakespeare in central London – the Shakespeare Memorial National Theatre 
Committee (SMN TC) was born.

It included Archer, Granville Barker and Shaw. They needed half a million pounds – 
equivalent to £54 million today – to build and endow their National Theatre, which would 
‘keep the plays of Shakespeare in its repertory; prevent recent plays of great merit from 
falling into oblivion; produce new plays’. For this ‘idealism’ they were castigated by leading 
actor-managers, led by 71-year-old Sir Charles Wyndham.

Archer to Herbert 

Trench (director), 

15 December 1907
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Sir,

A National Theatre would be a type of institution alien to the 
spirit of our nation and of our age, which has always believed in, 
and relied on, individual eff ort and personal competition as a 
healthier stimulus than the motherly or grand-motherly fostering 
of a State nurse.

 Sincerely,
  Charles Wyndham

The N T movement found no support from government, and little from the general public 
– which explains why, in 1913, Shaw had this letter read out by William Butler Yeats to the 
audience at the Court Theatre, before a matinee by the visiting Irish Players.

My dear Yeats,

[My promised] speech will not be delivered. I can only beg the 
audience to bear this bitter disappointment with fortitude. It 
is not my fault; it is that of the English nation which has just 
enthusiastically given a huge sum of money to buy the Crystal 
Palace for the sake of the cup fi nals, but absolutely refuses to 
endow a national theatre.

What a contrast with our own country! In Ireland we have 
a national theatre, a national drama and a national school of 
acting. […]

A meeting of the executive committee of the Shakespear [sic] 
Memorial National Theatre has been called for three o’clock this 
afternoon to settle business of no importance except to the few 
who have sense enough to understand its importance. They are 
so few, in fact, that if I stay away there may be no committee. 
But I am bound to be present to make a proposal to add to the 
scheme of a national theatre, a football ground and racecourse. If 
this proposal be adopted, we shall get the half-million we require 
quite easily. Until then, England will have to get on as best she 
can with the help of an occasional visit from our Irish players. If 
the band would here strike up ‘Rule Britannia’ it would form an 
appropriate end to this letter.

 Yours ever,
  G. Bernard Shaw

In 1914, on the outbreak of war, all fundraising eff orts for a National Theatre were 
suspended. Granville Barker accepted a commission from the Red Cross for a book about 
their battlefi eld service, and wrote to Archer from ‘K PO of the British Expeditionary Force 
(in France and Belgium)’.

Sir Charles Wyndham 

to the editor, 

Daily Telegraph, 

26 March 1908

Bernard Shaw 

to W. B. Yeats, 

14 July 1913
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My dear W. A.,

[…] Do you know if the millionaires had taken up that Blue Book 
of ours when it was written [and built a National Theatre] I’m not 
sure we [the British Public] shouldn’t have found it a little easier 
to win this war.

 Yours,
  H. G. B.

When peace came, a war-battered British economy made it even harder for the SMN TC to 
raise funds, leaving Archer to confi de in one of its most devoted members.

Dear Mrs Lyttelton,

My mind is a sort of maelstrom of confl icting ideas and 
suggestions. I think we ought to send £100 to Germany (where 
it would be equivalent to several millions of marks) and in a few 
weeks they would ship us a National Theatre in sections, with 
Director and all complete. Why is it that they can do these things 
there and we can’t? […]

 Yours sincerely,
  William Archer

My dear Harley,

In these lean times the ennobling discipline of poverty has not, 
alas, fi xed the public eye on those upper radiant clouds behind 
which, no doubt, a complete National Theatre is lurking. And you 
surely aren’t quite so mad as to suppose that H. M. Government 
is going to help you in any way? It wouldn’t dare, even if it could 
be got to care. […]

 Yours affectionately,
  Max Beerbohm

When the government refused the SMN TC’s request for land, the Duke of Westminster 
off ered them an isolated site which, scoff ed Shaw, would once ‘have proved an ideal site for a 
gibbet’; it was declined.

In 1938, the SMN TC spent £75,000 on a plot in Cromwell Gardens, South Kensington, 
and commissioned Edwin Lutyens to design the theatre – only to have construction 
postponed by the outbreak of the Second World War.

When peace came, the SMN TC was superseded by the Joint Council of the National 
Theatre and Old Vic. Cromwell Gardens was exchanged for land donated by the London 
County Council (LCC), on the South Bank of the Thames, just upstream of Waterloo 
Bridge. Following the death of Lutyens, the N T had a new architect, Brian O’Rorke.

Granville Barker 

to Archer, 

4 February 1916

Archer to Edith 

Lyttelton, 

25 August 1922

Max Beerbohm to 

Granville Barker et 

al., 19 February 1923
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Dear Mr Rae,

[…] On Monday I went down to the site – it happened to be 
a fi ne morning and standing on the edge of the river I was 
deeply impressed by the wonderful possibilities the site off ers. 
I had thought that, with the site lying low between the two 
bridges, there might be a shut-in feeling, but the closeness to 
the water and the openness due to the river bend, give a sense 
of space that I have never felt in central London. Looking 
downstream and framed under the south arch of Waterloo 
Bridge is the city with St Paul’s in the centre. Upstream, when the 
new Charing Cross Bridge is built and obstructions 
cleared, the view will be to the Houses of Parliament. If the site 
and waterfront can be developed sympathetically and the 
Theatre is built in a human way – not as a heavy monument but 
as a place to be enjoyed in the fullest sense – London will be the 
richer. […]

 Yours sincerely,
  E. Brian O’Rorke

Clement Attlee’s Labour government introduced National Insurance and the 
National Health Service, and, via the newly formed Arts Council, invested in the 
performing arts, including theatre. A National Theatre Bill, committing £1 million of 
taxpayers’ money towards the construction of O’Rorke’s South Bank theatre, would 
go before the Commons on 21 January 1949, partly thanks to lobbying by Lord Esher, 
chairman of the Old Vic, and Oliver Lyttelton (Edith’s son), Joint Council chairman and 
a Tory former cabinet minister.

Dear Kenneth,

[…] The Whips are not going to be put on. It is lucky that our 
Chief Whip is a determined supporter of the [NT] movement. I 
think a very large majority of our Party are in favour of it, and it is 
unlikely that there will be more than some sniping.

 Yours,
  Oliver

Brian O’Rorke 

to Kenneth 

Rae (secretary, 

Joint Council), 

23 November 1946

Oliver Lyttelton 

to Rae, 

24 December 1948


